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INVENTORY

Box 1  Correspondence as follows: Equipment, Jan. 1904-1906

Furniture 1906-1908

Committee on Entrance Requirements, 1909-12

A-L

M-Z

Failed to enter 1910

General correspondence

June 1909-Jan.1912, A-Z

Sept.1909-Jun-1910, L-P

Edgar Marburg personal correspondence, July 1910 - July 1911

Box 2  General correspondence, July 1910-Sept. 1911

A-G incoming

H-N incoming
Box 2  General correspondence, July 1910-Sept. 1911 (cont.)

    O-Z incoming
    A-F, copies, outgoing
    G-N, copies, outgoing

Box 3  General correspondence, July 1910-Sept. 1911

    O-Z copies, outgoing

General correspondence, 1911-1912

    A-G incoming
    H-O incoming
    P- Z incoming
    A-F copies, outgoing

Box 4  G-M copies, outgoing

    N-S copies, outgoing
    T-Z copies, outgoing

General correspondence, 1912-1913

    A-F incoming
    G-O incoming

Box 5  P-Z incoming

    A-F copies, outgoing
    F-H copies, outgoing
    I-P copies, outgoing
Box 5  General Correspondence, 1912-1913 (cont.)

    Q - Z copies, outgoing

General correspondence Aug. 1913-Aug. 1914

Box 6  Correspondence, 1913-14 continued:

    F-K incoming
    L-S incoming
    T-Z incoming
    A-F copies, outgoing
    G-O copies, outgoing
    P-Z copies, outgoing

Box 7  Correspondence, A-1 Committee of American Society for Testing Materials

    Jan.-June 1915
    July-Dec. 1915
    Jan.-June 1916
    July-Dec. 1916
    Jan.-June 1917

Box 8  A- I ASTM (American Society for Testing Materials): C.D. Young, chairman

    July 1914 - 1916
    June 1916 - 1917

"Graduates" (correspondence with alumni)

    1900-1904
Towne Scientific School. Civil Engineering Records
UPD 2.2
Inventory

Box 8
"Graduates" (correspondence with alumni) (cont.)

Nov.-1904-Sept. 1907
Sept.1907-June 1909

Box 9
July 1909-1910

March 1912-1913
July 1913-1914

Reprints, "Surveying and Surveying Instrument (label on box)

Executive Committee Minutes, Vol. IV, March 9, 1949 to February 23, 1954
Discipline Committee Minutes, Vol. I, December 17, 1920 to January 12, 1954
Technical Degrees Minutes, Vol. I, January 5, 1925 to June 18, 1952
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